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Title

Pitches


LE: Asked Becky but she has diss wahhhh wahhhhh wahhhh Remind her before committee, 24 pitches 
this saturday, teams informed. Yet to hear if times are okay, but we’ll see. 24 Auditions next wednesday 
and saturday.


AB: Small issue we can’t fix. Cameo parts being played by the directors rather than the ensemble.


This is something we can wait till feedback. This whole discussion was pointless. 

CL: Cat and Ruthie meeting up Friday to sort out housing. Last years sub-committee was an interesting 
experience. We’re keeping this years Tours involved, but we’re sorting out most of it ourselves.


Treasurer:


AM: I haven’t done much, it’s got into the exam stage. If anyone needs money since some people are 
owed money (in regards to show deposit); let me know.


LE: Have Freelancers paid membership?


AM: Most have, we now have lots more members.


EF: We need to change ‘beefy tomatos’


explaining to andy, free range, roaming around.


DM: They won’t do bank transfers, from cash or debit/credit card.


AM: I will look on the account and check who’s paid.


LE: Spam it in the main group, as well as the event.


EF: Messaged every prod team for awards. Most people also said yes to ensemble awards. Support will 
be a box. 


Sev and Gem are having a strawberry lace race.


BN: Spoken to Jamie Hemmingway about what we’re going to do, Teddy and Steph should already 
know.


Erm. Jamie. We’re in the process of deleting your old group, and now it’s just you and me, so if you could 
delete yourself that’d be top.


There is a pause as I stare at Bella in a 
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We have Dancing with Loic (and possibly Claire)


AM: Are you carrying on with workshops during exams?


GT: Yes, every week up until the week before cabaret. Next week Dance, Pitches in the day, Tomorrow in 
the evening, final one is a cabaret preparation.


The song is When I Grow Up


AM: Can we have swings in the Bridge?


LE: Can we have a slide!


GT: Prices are going to be £3 for the Tomorrow Maybe workshop.


CH: I’ve made the website idiot proof. So whenever Jamie uploads minutes, he can no longer do it 
wrong.


AM: He got an award.


CH: People are watching the show videos. 


CH: Please check your emails. 


Danny wants to close H2S feedback form, so we’ll do that sooner rather than later.


Elliot will do a poll, Charlie will make a poll picture.


LR: I was thinking of a fundraiser for Edinburgh, maybe 2 towns of werewolves.


CL: We’re doing a ninja’s tournament anyway, there’s no reason why we can’t do both.


GT: There’s a schedule going around from StageSoc, but none of it has been discussed with PA. So it’s 
just StageSoc who have said it’s a good idea. There’s no show dates decided yet.


CL will be Show Liaison for Edinburgh.


LR: As Independents can be pitched at any point, we were planning on doing auditions before summer.


There will be a provisional independent pitch date the same as Nuffield Pitch dates.
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The provisional show slots thing has s
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